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This article analyzes the mechanisms through which metropolitan governance is established in Montreal’s
aeronautics sector, one of the most important and innovative industries in the region. The article also examines
the role of lead ﬁrms, socio-economic actors, and public agencies from a territorial point of view. It is
established that on the one hand the existence of a small number of prime producers at the local level facilitates
productive linkages among businesses through subcontracting, and on the other hand, the intensive
participation of intermediate socio-economic agencies and organizations ensures a metropolitan anchoring of
the sector and creates a strong territorial identity among the players.
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La construction de nœuds locaux dans un secteur global : le re´seautage local dans l’industrie
ae´ronautique a` Montre´al
Cet article analyse les me´canismes par lesquels se met en place une gouvernance me´tropolitaine dans le secteur
de l’ae´ronautique a` Montre´al, lequel fait partie des industries les plus importantes et les plus innovatrices de
cette ville. A` partir d’une approche territoriale, l’article analyse le roˆle des donneurs d’ordre, des acteurs
socioe´conomiques et des instances publiques. On constate que la pre´sence d’un nombre limite´ de donneurs
d’ordre facilite le maillage productif entre les entreprises, mais aussi que la forte participation d’organismes
interme´diaires de nature socioe´conomique assure un ancrage me´tropolitain a` ce secteur et cre´e chez les
diﬀe´rents acteurs une identite´ territoriale forte.
Mots cle´s : ae´ronautique, organismes interme´diaires, gouvernance, clusters, re´seau, me´tropole, Montre´al
Introduction: Territory as a system
of actors
This article deals with the geographical struc-
turing of the aeronautics industry within the
metropolitan region of Montreal. The starting
point of our reﬂection lies in a general question
about the relationship between the aeronautics
industry and space. A survey of the literature
on the geography of aeronautics has allowed
us to reﬁne this general question (Scott and
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Mattingly 1989; Beckouche 1996; Be´lis-
Bergouignan et al. 2001; Klein et al. 2003;
MacPherson and Pritchard 2003; Terral 2003;
Leriche 2004; Goldstein 2005; Niosi and Zhegu
2005, 2010; Jalabert and Zuliani 2009; MacPher-
son 2009; Benzler and Wink 2010). This survey
has showed us that the main feature of this
sector lies in the fact that it is at the same time
strongly locally rooted and globally oriented.
The aeronautics industry remains geographi-
cally concentrated in a small number of urban
centres and metropolitan areas (Beckouche 1996;
Klein et al. 2003; Leriche 2004; Jalabert and
Zuliani 2009). Cities like Seattle and Toulouse are
associated with Boeing and Airbus, respectively
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(Terral 2003). According to Niosi and Zhegu
(2010), 85 percent of the American aeronautics
industry is situated in six metropolitan regions:
Seattle, Los Angeles, Dallas, Hartford, Boston,
and Cincinnati. This strong root is explained
by the availability of the resources in these ur-
ban centres (especially knowledge and special-
ized work force) that this industry needs for
its development (Scott and Mattingly 1989;
Beckouche 1996; Jalabert and Zuliani 2009) and
by the crucial role of proximity for the neces-
sary exchange of information between the ﬁrms
and for innovation (Benzler and Wink 2010).
Aeronautics is characterized by a pyramid
structure with strong lead ﬁrms which given
the scale of the ﬁnancial, social, and manu-
facturing stakes in aeronautics production, con-
trol the whole production chain (Klein et al.
2003). Goldstein (2005) shows that the position
of these ﬁrms within the production chain and
their shift to a modularization oriented strat-
egy of production are crucial to understand their
place in locally based clusters. Lead ﬁrms fol-
lowing this strategy tend to conﬁne their oper-
ations to the design and ﬁnal assembly of their
products. A more limited number of big sub-
contractors and equipments manufacturers carry
out other facets of projects. They must agree
to share technical and ﬁnancial risks by pro-
ducing increasingly complex subassemblies. In
consequence, lead ﬁrms operate with globally
decentralized and locally based supply networks
(MacPherson and Pritchard 2003, 222). This in-
dustry is thus clearly driven by two forces: on
the one hand, international delocalization aimed
at reducing production costs and beneﬁting from
comparative advantage and, on the other hand,
local embeddedness to draw on the proxim-
ity of other actors (companies, organizations,
schools, R&D laboratories, etc.). The analysis of
the geographical characteristics of aeronautics,
particularly the case of Montreal, orients our
article.
This point should be set into a larger debate
related to the place and the perception of ter-
ritorial integration as important elements in the
analysis of economic development. It is worth
noting that consideration of territory in eco-
nomic analysis came rather late, excepting only
a few forerunners such as Marshall (1920) who
was the ﬁrst to talk about the industrial district.
Marshall’s vision of space is considered revolu-
tionary because he saw the space as a source
of reduced costs for the ﬁrms (Catin 1994).
According to his perspective, spatial concentra-
tion is a source of cost reduction and an en-
dogenous economic development factor. “When
an industry has thus chosen a locality for it-
self, it is likely to stay there long: so great
are the advantages which people following the
same skilled trade get from near neighbourhood
to one another. The mysteries of the trade be-
come no mysteries; but are as it were in the air,
and children learn many of them unconsciously”
(Marshall 1920, 225).
Marshall’s ideas were forgotten because of the
supremacy of the Fordist conception of space in
the following decades. Under Fordism, produc-
tion was based mainly on the large vertically and
horizontally integrated ﬁrm. The Fordist ﬁrm was
closed upon itself. It attributed little importance
to the speciﬁcity of place and territory. In gen-
eral, the territory was perceived as the base for
resources: human resources, materials, etc.
It was not until the rise of the Fordist crisis
and post-Fordism that the importance of terri-
tory as a full-ﬂedged structuring force for de-
velopment at the regional or local scale was
recognized (Moulaert and Swyngedouw 1989; Pi-
ore and Sabel 1989; Storper and Scott 1989;
Benko and Lipietz 1992, 2000) and considered as
one of the main competitive factors (Kirat and
Lung 1995).
Indeed, the post-Fordist production organiza-
tion is based primarily on ﬂexibility, which al-
lows ﬁrms to adapt to constantly changing
markets. Flexibility has led ﬁrms to forge new
forms of relationships with subcontractors, sup-
pliers, and customers, and integrate more into
their local environment. This has highlighted the
importance of the territory. The territory is now
considered an important factor for competitive-
ness. The territory, regarded as a dynamic set
of actors, gains value (Benko and Lipietz 1992,
2000). Now, the territory is no longer seen
merely as a business location space, but rather
as a set of active players (Courlet and Pecqueur
1996).
Within a territory, there are several types of
actors, which may be economic (ﬁrms, busi-
ness associations, etc.), institutional (local, state,
etc.), or social (unions, associations, community
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organizations, etc.). The multiplicity of actors
and their individual logic is, indeed, likely to
create tension (Provan and Kenis 2008). Even if
they are bound by the framework of the ter-
ritory, these actors show distinct interests and
plural logics (Le´vesque 2008) which commands
arrangements for coordination among them
(Zimmermann 2005).
The territorial coordination patterns likely to
play a role in economic development and in busi-
ness network competitiveness have been exam-
ined with regard to governance (Braczyk et al.
1998; Doloreux and Revilla Diez 2007). Gover-
nance results from the complex interaction be-
tween socially based actors and institutions and
is characterized by the interaction of the vari-
ous government and non-government forces at
play (Stoker 1998). It presupposes the interde-
pendence of forces and institutions concerned
with collective action. Governance requires part-
nerships among diﬀerent types of actors (Klein
1992; Tremblay et al. 2009); the collaboration
of businesses, knowledge and educational orga-
nizations, and governmental institutions (Storper
1997); and joint action by intermediate organiza-
tions that foster and facilitate relations among
actors (Jacob and Ouellet 2002).
An intermediate organization acts as a bro-
ker in any aspect of the production process be-
tween two or more enterprises or organizations.
Intermediate activities include: helping to provide
information about potential collaborators; bro-
kering transactions; mediation; helping ﬁnd
advice, funding, or support for innovation out-
comes; and knowledge networking (Soulage 1994;
Jacob and Ouellet 2002; Howells 2006).
In this article, we examine the role that these
organizations play in the structuring of the
Montreal aeronautics sector, in particular, with
regard to the territorial conﬁguration and its
governance. We will show that these organi-
zations favour cooperation; in particular, they
favour the development of training programs and
innovation projects between ﬁrms, something
that is not often observed in other cities. This
question of the role of intermediate organiza-
tions emerges within a context in which ﬁrms are
increasingly recognizing that strong links to local
actors (knowledge and educational organizations,
government institutions, etc.) can enhance their
international competitiveness (Krumme 1984;
Demers and Hafsi 1993). Such interrelations are
facilitated by proximity and by face-to-face con-
tact that is necessary for collective learning
and innovation in an increasingly competitive in-
dustry (Storper and Venables 2004). Local ac-
tors could therefore beneﬁt from implementing
strategies that favour the creation of clusters,
i.e., by creating territorialized networks of sup-
pliers that oﬀer a set of local advantages al-
lowing them to externalize costs and increase
competitiveness (Guillaume 2005). Eventually,
such clusters become local nodes of global net-
works (Amin and Thrift 1992; Fontan et al.
2005).
Our article aims to analyze the territorial
networks of actors, as manifest in the Mon-
treal aeronautics industry, on the basis of their
type of interaction, mainly by resorting to the
regional innovation systems approach (Braczyk
et al. 1998), the local productive systems ap-
proach (Guillaume 2005), and the cluster ap-
proach (Porter 1990, 2003; Holbrook and Wolfe
2002; Hamdouch 2009). In Montreal, this in-
dustry is characterized by the existence of in-
termediate organizations which contribute to a
territory-based governance at the metropolitan
scale—a phenomenon that does not apply to
other Montreal sectors, such as clothing or in-
formation and communications technology (ICT)
(Klein et al. 2007; Tremblay and Cecilli 2009)
or to aeronautics industries in other cities, such
as Toulouse (see Jalabert and Zuliani 2009). Our
main hypothesis is thus that the larger the ar-
ray of organizations and institutions participat-
ing in a territorial system, the more innovative
and competitive the businesses of that sector can
become within global networks.
Methodology
To validate our hypothesis, we conducted an
investigation of the ﬁrms and intermediate or-
ganizations active in the Montreal aeronautics
industry. Our research is based on a detailed
questionnaire that addresses innovation, com-
pany development, and the relations between
the ﬁrms and the other actors of the aeronau-
tics industry. In-depth interviews were held with
representatives from intermediate organizations
and ﬁrms. Conducted between June 2007 and
February 2008, the ﬁrst series of interviews was
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held with two groups of intermediate organi-
zations: (i) 25 organizations with a region-wide
mission in metropolitan governance, such as the
Communaute´ me´tropolitaine de Montreal (CMM),1
the Board of Trade of Metropolitan Montreal
(BTMM), and the Ministe`re du De´veloppement
e´conomique, de l’Innovation et de l’Exportation
[Quebec Ministry of Economic Development, In-
novation, and Exports (MDEIE)], and (ii) ten orga-
nizations with speciﬁc mandates concerning the
aeronautics industry including Ae´ro Montre´al, the
Association que´be´coise de l’aerospatiale (AQA;
Quebec Aerospace Association), and the Comite´
sectoriel de la main d’œuvre en ae´rospatiale
(CAMAQ; Aerospace Industry Labour Board of
Quebec). These interviews were divided in three
parts:
• General information about the organization:
programs and services, role in economic devel-
opment, funding sources, etc.
• Dynamics of the local network: the network of
partners, role in the network, the key leaders
of the network, the level and type of relation-
ships and interactions, the level of involvement
of key players in the industry, barriers, chal-
lenges, frequency, limits, results, etc.
• The relationship with governmental actors: the
nature of relationships, the degree of govern-
ment involvement in the network, etc.
Interview duration varied between 50 minutes
and two hours, 12 minutes. Interviews were con-
ducted in the workplaces of those interviewed.
A second series of interviews was held with 18
business representatives from Montreal’s aero-
nautics sector. The businesses were selected
from the Re´pertoire des entreprises ae´rospatiales
du Que´bec (Directory of Quebec Aerospace Busi-
nesses) established by the MDEIE. Firms were
chosen to represent the range of business types
active in the aeronautics industry (e.g., prime
contractors, equipment manufacturers, and sub-
contractors) and geographic locations spanning
1 The Communaute´ me´tropolitaine de Montre´al (CMM) was cre-
ated in 2001 to manage planning of a vast territory covering
most of the Montreal metropolitan region. This organization is
not to be confused with the former Communaute´ urbaine de
Montre´al (CUM), which was limited to the Island of Montreal
whose staﬀ was transferred to the Conseil d’agglome´ration,
which manages the territory of the City of Montreal and other
autonomous municipalities of the Island of Montreal.
Table 1
The analysis grid
Themes Subthemes
Linkages between actors Nature of the relation
Local network
International network
Role of proximity
Governance Leadership
Role of intermediate organizations
Role of public actors
Role of ﬁrms
Innovation Leadership
Resources
Norms
Territory Sense of belonging
the Montreal metropolitan region (e.g., North
Shore, South Shore, and Island of Montreal).
These interviews were scheduled from September
2008 to September 2009. The questionnaire con-
tained ﬁve sections:
• General information about the company: his-
tory, activities, etc.
• Information on production: products, trends,
factors driving the evolution.
• Information on innovation: nature, goals, fac-
tors inﬂuencing innovation, etc.
• Information on knowledge ﬂows: networks,
strong ties, weak ties, sources of knowledge,
trade, partners, etc.
• Information on collaboration with R&D centres
and universities.
In this case, interview duration varied between
55 minutes and one hour, 45 minutes. Inter-
views were conducted on the premises of the
companies.
We made verbatim transcripts of the inter-
views and processed these with NVivo 8 (QSR
International 2011), a qualitative research analy-
sis program: “the most used software for quali-
tative analysis” (Richards 2006, 2). NVivo helped
to codify the data on the basis of an analysis
grid covering a set of themes related to our topic
(Table 1). This allowed us to classify statements
made by each respondent on the basis of the
topic discussed.
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The aeronautics sector in Montreal:
From business concentration to
clustering
Montreal’s history in the aeronautics industry be-
gan in the 1920s with the creation of Cana-
dian Vickers, an aircraft manufacturer, and the
opening of Pratt & Whitney Canada, an air-
craft engine manufacturer with its head of-
ﬁce in Hartford, Connecticut. The city oﬀered
a solid foundation for the establishment of
the aeronautics industry as it was already the
home of signiﬁcant naval and railroad construc-
tion industries (Zhegu 2007). In fact, Canadian
Vickers was ﬁrst established as a British-owned
shipyard in Montreal’s east end. It became
Canadair in 1944 and, after several changes of
ownership, it was acquired by Bombardier Aero-
nautics in 1986.
Montreal’s aeronautics sector expanded dra-
matically during the Second World War after the
opening of Dorval Airport. Between 1938 and
1945, Canada produced more than 10000 mili-
tary aircraft, most of which were manufactured
in Montreal and Toronto (Fontan et al. 2005).
At the end of World War II, Montreal’s standing
in the aeronautics industry was further strength-
ened by exports to the American market, the
Canadian domestic market being rather limited.
In 1947, CAE, then known as Canadian Aviation
Electronics Ltd., was founded in Montreal and be-
came a world leader in the design and manu-
facture of ﬂight simulators (CAE 2011). However,
until the 1950s, the majority of airplanes pro-
duced in Montreal were manufactured under li-
cence or were adaptations of models from Great
Britain or the United States (Zhegu 2007). Close
ties with the American market and government
contracts to supply civilian and military aircraft
provided the sector with uninterrupted develop-
ment until the 1980s (Terral 2003). Until the
1970s, the aeronautics businesses in Montreal
interacted on the basis of production streams,
which required little cooperation. The sector then
was at best a concentration of businesses operat-
ing side by side, which hardly engaged with their
environment. “Most of these interactions were
actually sporadic government-industry relations,
which were activated at diﬀerent times, depend-
ing on events,” as Zhegu (2007, 230, our transla-
tion) indicates.
The 1980s were years of crisis for Montreal,
followed by a long process of recovery. One of
the main causes of this economic crisis was the
loss of the city’s traditional role as the Canadian
transportation hub following the opening of the
Saint Lawrence Seaway in 1959 and the reloca-
tion of terminal and transfer activities to other
centres in Ontario and further west. A further
cause was the crisis of the Fordist production
methods that had served as a model for Mon-
treal’s main manufacturing businesses (Linteau
2000; CMM 2004a; Fontan et al. 2005). At the
same time, Quebec saw a rise in nationalism,
which gained momentum with the Quiet Rev-
olution2 and reached its height with the elec-
tion of the Parti Que´be´cois in 1976 and a ref-
erendum on sovereignty in 1980. This period
was marked by the accelerated exodus of Mon-
treal’s anglophone middle and upper classes, and
their capital, largely to centres in Ontario, along
with the relocation of business headquarters and
the high-end service sector to Toronto. Montreal,
which had been at the top of the Canadian ur-
ban hierarchy as late as 1971 was supplanted
by Toronto by 1980 (Pole`se and Shearmur
2003).
To counter this decline and the socio-economic
problems provoked by the manufacturing crisis,
Montreal embarked on an economic renewal pro-
gram based on a new collaboration-oriented gov-
ernance system (Klein et al. 2003; Fontan et al.
2005). In the aeronautics sector, such organiza-
tions played an important role, among others,
in solving conﬂict situations, especially during
times of pending job losses.
The aeronautics sector was the centrepiece of
the leading renewal strategies, as evidenced by
the report of the ministerial committee on the
development of the Montreal region (Picard 1986;
hereafter Picard Report). The Picard Report ad-
vocated the need “to consolidate the role of
Montreal as Canada’s aeronautics centre and to
2 The Quiet Revolution was a period of rapid change which had
its start in Quebec in 1960 with the slogan “Maˆıtres chez
nous” (Masters of our own house!) and which lasted for some
dozen years. It was a period of social, economic, and politi-
cal modernization accompanied by the expansion of the social
and economic role of public services. It was during this time
that the structures and public bodies later referred to as the
“Quebec Model” emerged (Le´vesque 2001; for a critical analy-
sis, see Sale´e 2007).
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support a locally viable and thriving sector able
to compete on a global basis” (Picard 1986, 82).
Released in 1986, the report insisted on the need
to make Montreal a development hub and inter-
national city and to build on its main strengths,
namely: industrial critical mass, university base,
and research capital. It called for the imple-
mentation of university-to-business relationships,
consensus building, and the development of the
aeronautics industry as well as other high-tech
sectors, especially ICT and biotechnology (Klein
et al. 2005).
During this period, Montreal had only one
agency dedicated to aeronautics—the Aerospace
Industries Association of Canada (AIAC), whose
head oﬃce was in Ottawa. Large ﬁrms such
as Canadair were integrated vertically and hori-
zontally according to the principles of Fordism
(Be´dard and Lemay 2000). The relationship be-
tween the aeronautics ﬁrms were productive re-
lationships, mainly of the client/subcontractor
type, and involved relatively little cooperation.
Universities had remained separate from the de-
velopment of the industry. The bulk of R&D was
provided internally by companies or government
laboratories (Zhegu 2007) because the education
system was not adapted to the needs of indus-
try. “It is necessary to resort to recruitment from
abroad for certain types of highly specialized
engineers,” indicated the Picard Report (Picard
1986, 256; our translation).
At the end of the 1970s, when the indus-
try was having diﬃculties recruiting qualiﬁed
labour in Canada, the AIAC proposed that work-
ing groups be formed in each province to de-
sign solutions (Coˆte´ 2007). This initiative gave
rise to the creation of the CAMAQ in 1978.
CAMAQ, in turn, participated in the found-
ing of the AQA in 1996 and the Consortium
de recherche et d’innovation en ae´rospatial du
Que´bec (CRIAQ; consortium for research and in-
novation in aerospace in Quebec) in 2002. In
2004, in the face of numerous challenges, com-
petition, labour shortages, and major projects
on hold (such as Bombardier’s C-Series aircraft),
stakeholders in the aeronautics sector took ac-
tion and formed the Comite´ ae´rospatial Que´bec,
a Quebec Aerospace committee. Following a se-
ries of consultations, this committee became
Ae´ro Montre´al, which was oﬃcially launched on
May 15 2006. Ae´ro Montre´al was a key element
of the cluster policy of the 2005 competitiveness
strategy developed by the CMM.
In its cluster policy, the CMM identiﬁed 15 in-
dustrial clusters in four categories: competitive
clusters, visibility clusters, emerging technology
clusters, and manufacturing clusters. Competitive
clusters include the most competitive sectors at
the international level: aeronautics, life sciences,
clothing, and information technologies. Visibility
clusters are composed of the sectors that en-
able Montreal to shine abroad: services, culture,
tourism, and cinema. Emerging technology clus-
ters have long-term growth potential albeit with
considerable risk: advanced materials, nanotech-
nologies, and environmental technologies. Man-
ufacturing clusters include the more traditional
sectors that transform natural resources: metal-
lurgy, energy, and the paper industry. This ter-
ritorially oriented strategy placed leadership in
the hands of the entrepreneurs and intermedi-
ate organizations involved in each of the clus-
ters (sector-based associations, training centres,
and research centres).
Montreal’s aeronautics sector and its
actors
The aeronautics industry in Quebec recorded
more than $12.4 billion in sales in 2009 and em-
ployed 40200 people in 235 ﬁrms—accounting
for close to 60 percent of all aeronautics activity
in Canada. The Province of Quebec ranked sixth
worldwide in aeronautics, behind the United
States, France, Germany, the United Kingdom,
and Japan. More than 80 percent of the pro-
duction in Quebec is exported (MDEIE 2006, 16)
and the industry ranks second in Quebec with
regard to manufacturing exports. Between 1984
and 2009, sales in this sector grew by 8.5 per-
cent per year on average. The industry accounts
for 7 percent of the GDP and 8 percent of man-
ufacturing exports of Quebec. And of this in-
dustry, the Greater Montreal area accounts for
87 percent of the companies, 96 percent of the
workforce, and 98 percent of sales (CMM, 2004a;
Table 2).
In Montreal, the aeronautics sector is concen-
trated mainly on the West Island of Montreal, es-
pecially in the Borough of Saint-Laurent. With 45
companies, 22234 jobs and the presence of large
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Table 2
Characteristics of the aeronautics sector in Canada, Quebec, and
Montreal in 2009
Canada Quebec Montreal
Jobs 79 000 40 200 39 000
Firms 400 235 220
Sales 22 12.4 12
Location quotient (LQ) – 2.23 4.42
SOURCE: www.mdeie.gouv.qc.ca
companies such as Bombardier and CAE, the Bor-
ough of Saint-Laurent is now Montreal’s largest
aeronautics hub. With 49 companies and 9869
jobs, the South Shore is the second largest aero-
nautics zone in the region, largely inﬂuenced by
the presence of Pratt & Wittney in Longeuil. Fi-
nally, with 21 companies, some important ones
such as Bell Helicopter in Mirabel, and 4000 jobs,
the North Shore is the third largest concentration
of aeronautics in the metropolitan area. Although
companies are distributed throughout the re-
gion, the map of their spatial distribution shows
their tendency to locate near major businesses
(Figure 1).
In this section, we show how the various actors
(government, private enterprise, and intermedi-
ate organizations) collaborate, thereby strength-
ening the sector. In our research, it soon became
evident that intermediate organizations (e.g., in-
dustrial associations, networking organizations,
training institutions) were a distinct feature of
Montreal when compared with other aeronautics
production hubs, such as Toulouse for instance
(Coˆte´ 2007). This is not to say that large ﬁrms
do not predominate in Montreal; however, in-
termediate organizations ensure that advantages
accrue to smaller ﬁrms as well (e.g., through
training activities and innovation diﬀusion).
Public sector agencies
The aeronautics industry is strategic and impor-
tant, if not critical, to any nation, not only for
economic, national security, defence, and com-
munications reasons but also because of the
potential transferability of the sector’s techno-
logical developments. In Canada, all three lev-
els of government are committed to developing
a strong aeronautics industry and providing sup-
port to companies (Table 3).
Despite the importance of government support,
governments have been criticized because of the
lack of coordination with regard to Montreal’s fu-
ture and the support of high-tech industrial sec-
tors. “These people should work together. I think
some kind of link-up is necessary to connect the
diﬀerent levels of government,” stated one of our
interviewees who represented a training institu-
tion (Interviews 2007).
In fact, most support programs are aimed at
R&D, innovation, or market development, as well
as access to funding (often in the form of ﬁs-
cal incentives) or to venture capital. The in-
struments are usually of the reactive type: i.e.,
they are intended to respond to industry re-
quests, rather than be proactive. For example, in
the case of large projects such as the construc-
tion of a new aircraft by Bombardier, the CEO
of an intermediate R&D organization spoke of
government support in the following terms: “if
Bombardier launches a new aircraft project, gov-
ernments play a role as participants in ﬁnancing.
Then their role is also to support the businesses
and contribute with R&D programs” (Interviews
2007).
Although the federal and provincial levels of
government participated in the creation of the
aeronautics cluster, they do not play a major role
in its governance. In fact, the participation of
government representatives on Ae´ro Montre´al’s
23-member board of directors is restricted to
an observer role (Ae´ro Montre´al 2009, 6–7). Ac-
cording to Coˆte´ (2007), many reasons explain
this type of silent partnership. First, the provin-
cial and the federal governments do not want
to lead large projects, seeing themselves as part-
ners or attendants rather than front stage par-
ticipants. Second, the provincial government is
well aware that its direct involvement in the
aeronautics industry would not be welcomed by
other industrial sectors or by other regions, who
would perceive it as a kind of patronage un-
duly favouring either the aeronautics sector or
the Montreal region. Many also see aeronautics
as an already thriving sector and argue that gov-
ernment support ought to go to industries facing
hardship and job losses (e.g., textiles and cloth-
ing or forest products; Coˆte´ 2007).
Yet presumably because of the considerable
overall economic impact of the aeronautics
sector, government support has been quite
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Figure 1
Aeronautics ﬁrms in the Montreal metropolitan region, 2010
SOURCE: based on primary data extracted from the MDEIE directory (MDEIE 2008)
signiﬁcant. The state has supported the devel-
opment of industry associations and training
bodies, which have given the main producers
and the four most important organizations (Ae´ro
Montre´al, AQA, CAMAQ, and CRIAQ) a fair de-
gree of decisional autonomy—a challenge which
the latter have accepted. These intermediate or-
ganizations then encouraged the broad sharing
of information which, together with the very ac-
tive involvement of the main ﬁrms in these bod-
ies, allowed the Montreal cluster to grow and
prosper as it did.
The dominant role of the private sphere
As in the other aeronautics poles such as
Toulouse and Seattle (MacPherson and Pritchard
2003; Goldstein 2005; Jalabert and Zuliani
2009), Montreal’s aeronautics sector is struc-
tured as a three-tiered pyramid consisting of lead
ﬁrms, equipment manufacturers, and subcontrac-
tors. Four lead ﬁrms now stand at the top:
Bombardier, Bell Helicopter, CAE, and Pratt &
Whitney. These ﬁrms specialize in the construc-
tion of complete aircraft, helicopters, simula-
tors, and aircraft engines. The second level is
composed of 14 equipment manufacturers, who
produce complete systems such as engine ac-
cessories (auxiliary systems) and communica-
tions equipment. At the bottom of the pyramid,
220 small and medium enterprises (SMEs) carry
out the subcontracting. They provide machined
parts, casting and smelting works, machinery,
and other products (CMM 2004a). The aeronau-
tics cluster grew and structured itself along with
the expansion of the four core producers. Grad-
ually since the 1970s, new subsidiaries of for-
eign ﬁrms have joined the cluster, making for a
denser subcontracting network.
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Table 3
Major public agencies in aeronautics
Agency, organization Intervention area Role in the cluster
Federal level
Foreign Aﬀairs and
International Trade Canada
(DFAIT)
Marketing and business
development (investment
prospecting and attraction)
• Helps businesses succeed in international markets and attract
foreign investment
• Collaborates with other actors to help businesses penetrate
international markets
Economic Development
Canada (EDC)
Funding • Funds small and medium enterprises (SME) for competitiveness
through their ability to innovate, adopt new state-of-the-art
technologies, and develop new markets
• Participates in the funding of Ae´ro Montre´al
Industry Canada Funding, organization • Oﬀers R&D funding, e.g., through SADI (Strategic Aerospace and
Defence Initiative)
• Establishes development strategies for the sector
NRC Industrial Research
Assistance Program (IRAP)
R&D and innovation • Oﬀers ﬁnancial and technical support to businesses for R&D
projects
NRC Aerospace Manufacturing
Technology Centre (AMTC)
R&D and innovation • Collaborates with businesses involved in manufacturing
aeronautics components and helps them develop competitive
manufacturing technologies
NRC Industrial Materials
Institute (IMI)
R&D and innovation • Helps businesses in their R&D processes by oﬀering testing and
technical validation facilities, human resources, and expertise, etc.
Provincial level
Investissement Que´bec Funding • Fosters investment growth
Ministe`re du de´veloppement
e´conomique, de l’innovation
et de l’exportation (MDEIE)
Funding, organization • Participates in the funding of Ae´ro Montre´al.• Establishes development strategies for the sector
• Implements strategic support programs for businesses
Municipal level
Communaute´ me´tropolitaine
de Montre´al (CMM)
Funding • Initiated and coordinated the foundation of Ae´ro Montre´al• Participated in the funding of Ae´ro Montre´al
The lead ﬁrms account for 70 percent of sales
($7.8 billion dollars) and 58 percent of jobs
(22700) in the sector. This distribution of sales
and employment is reﬂected in the governance
of the cluster, with lead ﬁrms assuming the
decision-making. Governments solicit advice from
them on any decision concerning the aeronau-
tics sector. For example, before creating the CAQ
(the committee that created Ae´ro Montre´al), the
MDEIE called a meeting with the CEOs of the ma-
jor companies, and especially the lead ﬁrms, to
secure their agreement (Table 4).
The CMM, as a key strategist within the clus-
ter, gives a lot of leeway to the lead ﬁrms’
executives, whom they recognize as crucial play-
ers partly because of all the subcontracting links
in the sector. Moreover, organizations and agen-
cies are aware of the importance of having
major ﬁrms at the table and often seek the
active support of lead ﬁrms before launching
their projects (e.g., the creation of Ae´ro Montre´al;
Interviews 2007, representative of a sectoral as-
sociation). This strong collaboration between the
local intermediate organizations and private busi-
ness appears to be one of the most important
factors in the success of Montreal’s aeronautics
cluster.
However, whereas participants of the cluster
collaborate, they do not shy away from com-
petition, especially the lead ﬁrms. For instance,
relationships are characterized by intense com-
petition to attract the best workers. Often the
smaller ﬁrms invest in training workers who
are later attracted to the better working con-
ditions of larger ﬁrms. The majority of ﬁrms
we met indicated that competition for the best
workers exists among the large ﬁrms as well
as between the large ﬁrms and the smaller
ﬁrms. This competition aﬀects all three lev-
els of ﬁrms. “SMEs are in confrontation with
businesses from here, especially the contrac-
tors, who are capable of oﬀering better salaries”
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Table 4
Features of Montreal’s aeronautics businesses
Jobs and % Sales and %
Rank in production line Firms of total of total Products and services Key players
Lead ﬁrms 4 22700 (58 %) $7.8 billion (70 %) • Aircraft manufacturing and assembly • Bombardier
• Engines and maintenance • Bell Helicopter
• Flight simulators • Pratt & Whitney
• CAE
Equipment manufacturers 14 7860 (20 %) $2.2 billion (20 %) • Maintenance • Honeywell,
• Engine repair, components, and
accessories
He´roux-Devtek
• L-3 MAS
• Landing gear • Rolls-Royce
• Electrical and electronic systems
Sub-contractors 220 8640 (22 %) $1.1 billion (10 %) • Machining, aviation metalwork,
welding, control tests, plastic
technologies, containers, tools/tooling,
etc.
• ABB Bomem
• ABIPA Canada
• Ne´tur
• Accessair
(Interviews 2008, director of a subcontracting
SME).
The role of intermediate organizations
We contend that intermediate organizations have
a determining role in fostering cooperation
among ﬁrms, and that they do this without lim-
iting competition. The Montreal aeronautics in-
dustry has spawned a number of intermediate
organizations over the years which engage in a
broad range of activities, from training to orga-
nization, ﬁnancing, and R&D (Table 5).
These intermediate organizations have learned
to work together over time with private business,
often viewing public support as essential for
meeting international competition. However, to
obtain this support, the various ﬁrms and inter-
mediate organizations have had to forge a united
front. Unlike other industry sectors (e.g., clothing
where the relations between actors are character-
ized by conﬂict and a culture of “clans” (CMM
2004c), the aeronautics ﬁrms, especially the lead
ones, along with their sectoral organizations and
agencies, have a fairly high level of cooperation.
This helps them obtain resources from the fed-
eral and provincial governments. Each organiza-
tion has its own ﬁeld of action, which explains
why there is no competition between them:
We make sure that we don’t step on each other’s
toes and that we don’t do the same work twice.
(Interviews 2007, representative of a ﬁnancing in-
stitution)
Compared to other sectors, I ﬁnd that our orga-
nization is doing well. Several organizations and
agencies are available and do a good job at gener-
ating synergy among the actors, and therefore I’m
quite satisﬁed. (Interviews 2007, representative of
an R&D centre)
A governance based on
consensus-building
The absence of strong government leadership to
head and control the entire sector, combined
with the existence of manufacturing networks es-
tablished around major lead ﬁrms, favoured the
implementation of a form of governance based
on consensus-building. Interviewees stated that
a cooperative and collaborative climate is main-
tained and, apart from short-term conﬂicts or
debates, many speak of a “great aeronautics
family.”
It’s all very friendly. One of the features of Mon-
treal’s aeronautics industry is that there is no
competition in the sense of rivalry. In Montreal,
there are four lead ﬁrms—Bombardier, Pratt, Bell,
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Table 5
Major intermediate organizations in the Montreal aeronautics sector
Organization Mission Role in cluster
Ae´ro Montre´al Networking • Oversees the implementation of an operating
environment that enhances productivity and that
accelerates growth in the aeronautics sector
Association que´be´coise de l’aerospatiale
(AQA)
Networking • Organizes business networking events and
meetings, e.g., conference dinners
• Promotes Quebec’s aeronautics industry in Canada
and elsewhere in the world; participates in trade
shows and missions
Sous-traitance industrielle Que´bec
(STIQ) (Quebec industrial subcontracting)
Networking • Spurs the development of business relationships
among producers and suppliers through the
organization of networking activities (e.g., lead
ﬁrms/suppliers’ day, networking at golf
tournaments, executive breakfast meetings)
Comite´ sectoriel de la main d’œuvre en
ae´rospatiale (CAMAQ)
Labour and training • Networking of employees and companies in the
sector: Organizes events and activities that foster
consensus-building and networking among the
diﬀerent stakeholders involved in the training of
personnel in the aeronautics sector
E´cole des me´tiers de l’ae´rospatiale de
Montre´al (E´MAM) (School of the
aeronautics trades of Montreal)
Educational and technical training • Educates and trains qualiﬁed and skilled workers
able to respond to the industry’s speciﬁc needs
E´cole nationale d’ae´rotechnique (E´NA)
(National School of aeronautics)
Educational and technical training • Trains technicians in the aeronautics industry
technologies as required in the labour market
• Contributes to the development and promotion of
the industry in collaboration with educational
institutions, industry, and the relevant associations
Consortium de recherche et d’innovation
en ae´rospatial du Que´bec (CRIAQ)
R&D and innovation • Promotes and conducts pre-competitive industrial
research projects involving the industry and
universities
Centre technologique en ae´rospatiale
(CTA) (Technological Centre on Aerospace)
R&D and innovation • Oﬀers aeronautics SMEs support services toward
innovation and development to allow them to
access new knowledge, increase their
competitiveness, and improve the quality of their
products and services
Fonds de solidarite´/Fe´de´ration des
Travailleurs du Que´bec (FTQ)
Funding • Provides funding in support of the expansion and
development of SMEs
and CAE. These four ﬁrms work in diﬀerent do-
mains and don’t have to compete against each
other. Competitiveness issues and all the rest is
not at stake here and no problems arise. (Inter-
views 2007, representative of a training institution)
However, the relations among subcontractors
are characterized by competition because these
ﬁrms hesitate to cooperate and exchange infor-
mation and knowledge with the other actors.
Lead ﬁrms encourage this competition to reduce
prices. “For the subcontractors, it’s hard to coop-
erate. They are hesitant to cooperate. Everybody
works for himself” (Interviews 2007, representa-
tive of a trade union). Some interviewees pointed
to tensions between organizations, which show
that relations in the sector are not always amica-
ble. “I think that the relations are generally good,
but there are hitches. There’s a kind of battle or
struggle within the organizations with regard to
gaining the position of spokesperson” (Interviews
2007, representative of a provincial ﬁnancing in-
stitution).
Although the ﬁrst quote seems overly positive
and in denial of the conﬂicts that have occurred
over time, especially with regard to govern-
ment support and the distribution of resources
among large and small ﬁrms, a good degree of
cooperation and consensus-building does exist
on the major issues. This consensus-building
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tradition has its roots largely in the economic re-
newal launched by Montreal in the early 1980s.
In the early 1980s, Montreal experienced a
severe economic downturn that included plant
closures and massive layoﬀs (Fontan et al.
2005) and the city endured very high un-
employment rates for many years. To turn
the situation around, the main stakeholders—
development agents and actors, political institu-
tions from all levels of government, and the busi-
ness community—decided it was time to stop the
seemingly useless quarrels over various issues
and go beyond labour (class) conﬂict when try-
ing out new economic development initiatives for
Montreal. Out of the countless dialogues and the
preparation of numerous strategic plans emerged
a partnership culture in Quebec. The severe eco-
nomic crisis of the 1980s thus functioned as
both a destructive and a creative process that
may explain, in part at least, the transition in the
Quebec mode of governance (Klein et al. 2009)
from intense social and labour conﬂicts in the
1970s to a consensus-building governance and
dialogue process in the 1980s between unions
and employers (who meet through CAMAQ to
discuss labour force development issues).
What distinguishes the Montreal cluster com-
pared to other aeronautics clusters (Goldstein
2005; Jalabert and Zuliani 2009) appears to be
the capacity of its ﬁrms to collaborate with in-
termediate organizations as well as with the aca-
demic sector (mainly for R&D with engineering
departments in the province’s universities) to en-
sure a high-quality workforce and to develop
strong working and R&D relationships within the
sector. In regard to governance, Montreal is dis-
tinct from the other large Canadian cities. Com-
pared to Toronto and Vancouver, Montreal is
characterized by “a solid consensus among the
major social actors and civic associations on the
need for an inclusive form of governance that in-
tegrates all actors into decision-making processes
on a region-wide, as well as a city and neighbour-
hood level” (Wolfe 2009, 56).
As shown by Klein et al. (2010), what dif-
ferentiates Montreal from other major North
American cities, as far as economic develop-
ment is concerned, is its emphasis on inclu-
siveness. The Montreal mode of development
features an original socio-economic coalition
based on socio-economic arrangements where
social and community stakeholders are impor-
tant and contribute to shape a plural economy.
The latter involves actors from diﬀerent social
origins—private, public, and social—who join in
territorialized innovative paths of diﬀering yet
not diverging orientation. In Montreal, multiple
paths therefore combine and intertwine in a ﬂex-
ible governance context where social agencies
take action along with other public and private
bodies. Agencies and organizations of various
origins develop partnerships in speciﬁc localized
trajectories and implement innovative projects
that reorient Montreal’s economy (Fontan et al.
2005).
This inclusive form of governance also charac-
terizes the aeronautics sector. The industry has
developed into a sectoral coalition that includes
the four larger agencies in the sector (CAMAQ,
AQA, CRIAQ, and Ae´ro Montre´al) and the lead
ﬁrms. Sector-based governance in aeronautics is
embedded within a metropolitan and territorial
governance (Fontan et al. 2005; Tremblay et al.
2009). This governance approach has proven ef-
fective for achieving mobilization around com-
mon projects to face the global competition (e.g.,
the Bombardier C-Series project). “Each organi-
zation has its niche. The AQA, for example, is
the developmental force behind the SMEs. CRIAQ
drives research and development. I, for one, be-
lieve that the sector is well organized. CAMAQ
assumes the responsibility for manpower, and
Ae´ro Montre´al sees to it that all these people
work together” (Interviews 2007, representative
of an R&D agency).
The Bombardier C-Series: The system
of actors in action
In July 2004, Bombardier Aerospace announced
its plan to launch a new line of aircraft: the
110- and 135-seat C-Series of short-haul two-
engine jet aircraft. However, the project en-
countered ﬁnancing diﬃculties and uncertain
markets. After stating in May 2005 that it
might have to move out of Quebec if it did
not get ﬁnancial support from the govern-
ment, Bombardier received conﬁrmation of the
ﬁnancial support it requested from the fed-
eral and Quebec governments. An agreement
was reached with prospective suppliers, who
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committed themselves to supporting one-third
of the development costs, estimated at more
than two billion dollars. Ae´roports de Montre´al
(Montre´al-Trudeau and Montre´al-Mirabel) also
made an eﬀort to locate the project in one
of its facilities and Bombardier announced it
would locate the ﬁnal assembly line of its
C-Series aircraft at Montre´al-Mirabel Airport.
However, in 2006 it put the project on hold
because of a lack of orders. Some two years
later, in February 2008, sensing a re-kindled in-
terest for this type of aircraft on the market,
Bombardier re-launched the project. The Govern-
ment of Canada and the Government of Quebec
reiterated their ﬁnancial commitments and in-
creased their support because of cost increases.
Bombardier’s business plan for the C-Series was
based on a forthcoming government contribution
covering one-third of the development costs. In
line with the consensus-building approach and
cooperation fostered by various intermediate or-
ganizations, Bombardier’s unions even agreed to
major cutbacks in employee beneﬁts and work-
ing conditions, something quite unusual in these
industry unions. CAMAQ supported the project,
declaring that the project would encourage
Montreal’s schools to train future C-Series work-
ers (CAMAQ 2009).
However, the design phase of the C-Series
faced many complications. First, several ob-
servers forecasted a cost increase, in the
range of 19 to 29 percent, to the originally
required $2.1 billion because of a greater use
of composite materials and the construction
of additional assembly facilities and produc-
tion equipment. Second, Bombardier argued,
employing a bargaining tactic, that because of
the strength of the Canadian currency, the
C-Series aircraft should be assembled in
the United States to avoid exchange rate
ﬂuctuations—shifting 2500 jobs from Montreal
to the United States.
Following a four-party arrangement between
the company, the Fe´de´ration des Travailleurs du
Que´bec (FTQ; union), government agencies, and
the Municipality of Mirabel, Bombardier eventu-
ally re-aﬃrmed that its assembly plant would be
located at Mirabel Airport near the northern edge
of Montreal’s metropolitan area. The evolution of
this decision-making process illustrates how local
mobilization and joint action at the metropolitan
scale come into play when a sense of urgency is
involved (Coˆte´ 2007).
A socially and territorially embedded
industrial system
Montreal’s aeronautics industry has deep terri-
torial and social roots. The high unemployment
rate and crisis of the 1980s transformed the so-
cial context and labour force and led to vari-
ous forms and entities for consensus building.
In our interviews, we observed that people had a
deep sense of belonging to their place but also
a strong “sectoral” identity. Although there is
some international mobility in the sector, mainly
for engineers and managers, many workers and
employees indicate feeling attached to both the
sector and to Montreal.
In aeronautics, there is a passion for aviation, en-
thusiasm for teamwork, and for networking. (Inter-
views 2007, representative of a training institution)
There is a very strong sense of belonging in the
aeronautics sector. When you believe in aeronau-
tics, you want it to thrive. (Interviews 2007, repre-
sentative of a sector-based association)
As acknowledged by industry, intermediate or-
ganizations have played an important role in
the networking of the actors from manufactur-
ing, which contributed greatly to the creation of
the aeronautics cluster. First, the intermediate
organizations developed activities to strengthen
the relational proximity (linkages) between the
diﬀerent actors, in particular between busi-
nesses. Moreover, they encouraged the develop-
ment of relationships of trust among the actors
and the development of a feeling of territorial
belonging.
We learned that we’re not all alone, that we’re ca-
pable of seeing each other, to talk to each other.
Organizations like Ae´ro Montre´al or the AQA allow
us to get together, to ﬁnally exchange with fellow
industry partners on issues, or to ﬁnd suppliers,
subcontractors, and clients (Interviews 2008, direc-
tor of an SME of the subcontracting category).
There is at least one networking activity or event
every three months. CRIAQ has an annual forum
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in which it invites the universities to listen to the
needs of industry (Interviews 2007, representative
of a government organization).
Another role played by the intermediate or-
ganizations concerns their support of inno-
vation. According to our respondents, in a
context of limited natural resources and rising
R&D costs, the local human resources necessary
for innovation plays an important role in the
territorial rootedness of the industry. Our re-
spondents aﬃrm that in Montreal, the sector
enjoys a dense network of actors and interme-
diate organizations which encourage the mobi-
lization of resources required by the sector to
innovate (e.g., research, qualiﬁed labour, con-
tacts). Among those intermediate organizations,
CRIAQ is considered by ﬁrms interviewed as
the most important with regard to innova-
tion, in particular for pre-competitive research3
in university-business partnerships. This gives
businesses the possibility of having access to
a skilled pool of labour to meet their spe-
ciﬁc needs. “In general, [pre-competitive] research
with CRIAQ involves at least two ﬁrms and
two universities. So it’s collaborative research. Of
course, in addition to that there are bilateral re-
lations with universities, Chairs, etc. But most of
the research is done through CRIAQ” (Interview
2008, director of R&D at a contractor). CRIAQ
also informs the Quebec universities of the tech-
nological challenges of the industry and enters
into agreements with national and international
organizations. Since its establishment in 2002,
CRIAQ has managed 31 research projects involv-
ing over 200 researchers and specialists (MDEIE
2006).
A globally networked industry
Montreal’s aeronautics sector is a good exam-
ple of an industry that is territorially rooted
by means of local manufacturing and social net-
works but that is also globally networked. All the
3 “Pre-competitive research is a middle ground of focused re-
search that lies between fundamental basic research con-
ducted mainly in universities [and] domain and proprietary
research performed in corporate laboratories.” (CCMX 2008)
actors, including intermediate organizations and
agencies, are aware of the importance of partic-
ipating in international networks and of collabo-
rating with other aeronautics hubs in the world
on the R&D and innovation that is so vital for
the industry.
The aeronautics industry is now global. You can’t
talk about aeronautics without mentioning China,
Japan, Mexico . . . You can’t say that we’ll develop
our technologies without considering the rest of
the world, without sharing with them. It doesn’t
work that way. There are research agencies, but
they belong to European research consortiums.
Boeing beneﬁts from government support. There-
fore, nobody locks themselves away. It’s essential
to open up, and vitally so for innovation and R&D
(Interviews 2007, representative of an R&D agency).
The Montreal aeronautics sector has developed
important connections with other aeronautics
hubs around the world. For example, Ae´ro
Montre´al signed a collaboration agreement with
Aerospace Valley, a French competition hub es-
tablished in Midi-Pyre´ne´es and Aquitaine, to de-
velop and intensify technological partnerships
with the aeronautics actors in France. Aeronau-
tics trade fairs, wherever they are held (Le Bour-
get, Farnborough, and elsewhere) are among the
best events for establishing contacts and expand-
ing a company’s and agency’s international net-
works. “At such events, for example, this year
at the Bourget Air Show, four of us attended.
The person responsible for marketing surveyed
all the international companies that work in com-
posite materials” (Interviews 2007, representative
of a ﬁnancial institution). The C-Series of Bom-
bardier is a good illustration of the global link-
ages of Montreal’s aeronautics sector. In fact,
besides Pratt & Whitney which supplies engines
and CAE which makes ﬂight simulators, most
other major equipment suppliers are located
abroad (Table 6).
Conclusion
In this article, we showed that intermediate
actors contribute to the ﬂow of information, in
particular by encouraging networking between
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Table 6
Main ﬁrms contributing to Bombardier’s C-Series project
Firm Parts Country of origin
CAE Flight simulators Canada
Esterline Control Systems-Korry Integrated control panels United States
Goodrich Corporation Air data systems United States
Hamilton Sundstrand Electric power generation systems United States
Honeywell Inertial reference systems United States
Kidde Aerospace & Defense Fire protection systems United States
L-3∗ Aviation Recorders Recording systems United States
Liebherr-Aerospace Lindenberg GmbH Landing gear systems Germany
Magnaghi & Salver S.p.A Composite inboard/outboard ﬂaps Italy
Meggitt Aircraft Braking Systems (MABS) Brake control systems United States
Panasonic Avionics Corporation Cabin management and passenger address systems United States
Pratt & Whitney Engines Canada
Senior Aerospace BWT Air distribution systems United Kingdom
Senior Aerospace SSP Bleed air and ram air ducting systems United States
Sonaca∗ Leading edges, slats, and tracks Belgium
Spirit AeroSystems Pylons United States
Woodward MPC Throttle quadrant assemblies United States
SOURCE: Bombardier (2009)
∗ This company has a subsidiary in Montreal, but the parts it will supply for the C-Series will be produced abroad.
actors. Although studies of other large aero-
nautics complexes and businesses may be
necessary before any deﬁnite conclusions can be
drawn, the aeronautics manufacturing industry
in Montreal displays elements in support of this
hypothesis of the contribution of intermediate
actors to information ﬂows. Although coopera-
tion may exist elsewhere between lead ﬁrms and
subcontractors, this cooperation appears to have
gone further in Montreal. Here, organizations
responsible for training and pre-competitive
research participate in cooperative networks,
and this is largely because of the intermediation
activity of the organizations that brought actors
together on issues vital to the sector during the
diﬃcult crisis years of the 1980s. This level of
cooperation appears to be unique to Montreal,
as it does not, to our knowledge, exist in other
aeronautics hubs (e.g., Toulouse; Coˆte´ 2007;
Jalabert and Zuliani 2009).
We have seen that governance in the aeronau-
tics sector is mostly shaped by the interactions
between the four main agencies dedicated to the
sector (CAMAQ, AQA, CRIAQ, and Ae´ro Montre´al)
and the four lead ﬁrms. This kind of sector-
based governance, which is aligned with Quebec’s
economic development model (with regard to
collaboration and consensus-building among ac-
tors and stakeholders—namely, businesses, gov-
ernment, associations, and unions), does not take
place in all economic sectors (Fontan et al. 2005;
Klein et al. 2009).
For example, Montreal’s ICT sector is charac-
terized by a lack of leadership and cohesion. As
pointed out by the CMM (2004b, 4): “What is
missing is a lead organization (some people like
to call it a governance organization), that would
act as a liaison, and whose every eﬀort would
be aimed at developing a global, coherent, and
lateral strategic viewpoint that would bring all
parties together to form a cohesive whole.” Simi-
larly, the clothing industry is characterized by an
absence of leadership and lacks a key player who
can bring all the other actors together. Relations
between actors are characterized by conﬂict and
a culture of “clans.” The actors do not work to-
gether much (CMM 2004c).
Cooperation seems to evolve more readily
when a critical situation calls for an urgent re-
sponse, as conﬁrmed by most studies that have
examined this type of governance. In fact, a form
of crisis and a sense of urgency have led to
the support of several Ae´ro Montre´al projects
on the part of many actors. In addition, the
concentration of the aeronautics sector in Mon-
treal, together with the pivotal role of its major
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producers, triggered the actors’ mobilization with
regard to the creation of projects such as Ae´ro
Montreal and Bombardier’s C-Series project. The
chief role, played by prime contractors and the
signiﬁcant level of government support, both ﬁ-
nancial and educational (training of the work-
force), are among the factors that brought the
actors together and fostered their collaboration.
We can conclude that the aeronautics cluster in
Montreal is characterized by the merging of two
systems of governance. On the one hand, there
is a very rigid and centralized governance im-
posed by the four lead ﬁrms (Bombardier, Bell
Helicopter, CAE, and Pratt & Whitney) on their
collaborators and subcontractors—which is nec-
essary given the high degree of reliability, secu-
rity, and safety-sensitive quality control required
in the aeronautics industry. On the other hand,
intermediate organizations are creating a more
inclusive and collaborative governance system
by fostering networking and consensus building
among the diﬀerent actors. Therefore, the devel-
opment of the aeronautics cluster involves not
only the large ﬁrms and their subcontractors but
also industry associations, intermediate organi-
zations, civil society-based representatives, and
public and para-public agencies—all of whom
are important stakeholders. Quebec’s model of
economic development is characterized by dia-
logue and cooperation between the diﬀerent ac-
tors (Bourque 2000; Le´vesque 2001), which con-
stitutes a hybrid type of governance that allows
for the building of a local node within a global
network.
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